What does the series do?

Grammar can be challenging for many students, especially when practice opportunities are few and far between. *Exploring English Grammar* provides focused English usage, grammar, and mechanics review with step-by-step practice to improve skills and promote confident, competent writers. Components include student books and annotated teacher’s editions.
Curriculum Support

Each workbook includes 10 units with content-area topics that align to the *Common Core and top core basal programs* at grade level. These topics are generally the same across the series, with slight variations.
Book Levels

Books are assigned alpha levels so you can **pick and choose the right practice for every student’s needs**, regardless of his/her grade. Books are also ideal for English language learners. Six books in the series range from level C (grade 3) through level H (grade 8).
A Simple, Consistent Lesson Format

Two-page lessons provide meaningful practice within class time limitations.

• **Remember** states the language convention clearly and concisely, and includes examples as applicable. Review and discuss together as a class.

• **Think About** gives students a short-response question that is designed to make them think about the skill again or in a different way.

• **Read and Apply** provides a short passage for students to read, along with an exercise utilizing the language convention. Exercises vary but may include identification and error correction.
A Simple, Consistent Lesson Format (con’t)

• **Write About** leads students to use the language convention in their own writing. Students may be given a writing prompt to write a short paragraph or be asked to write original sentences.

• **Review** features an activity to bring the focus back to the language skill. Types of activities vary, including partner work or a teacher-driven listening exercise using the script from the teacher’s edition.
Grammar Handbook

A quick reference handbook at the back of each book gathers important definitions, examples, and grammar rules in one location. Students may use this to review a concept quickly, and as a reminder of previously-learned skills.
Annotated Teacher’s Editions

A comprehensive resource for every level includes:

- Series overview
- Series scope and sequence
- Suggestions for use
- List of content area subject matter
- Parent letter for each unit
- Objective and enrichment activities for each lesson
- Annotated student pages
Affordable Pricing

**Student Workbooks**
5 or more copies of the same book **$8.75 each**

**Classroom Sets**
25 copies of the same book
plus annotated teacher’s edition **$228.00 each**

**Annotated Teacher’s Editions**
$20.95 each